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Opportunity & Vision: "Stockpile & Deploy"
●  Direct and easy asset and resource allocation to generate compensation and options as 
you confidently manage your own self directed account to capitalize on streamlined stockpile 
& deploy options at various points in the action timeline.

●  Assets and resources conveniently on tap, receive advance notice to enjoy maximum 
advantage of EIG Accounts in alignment with your intentions, needs & desires for products, 
services, options, investment, contributions, assets & resources.

●  Minimizes the “you snooze - you loose” dilemma, optimize timing, opportunities and new 
wealth creation. Getting in on a deal is essential, reserving your spot, join the signup list and 
going in the direction you choose, allowing time for; in progress, under development and “en 
route” for mutually beneficial agreements, that may be individual or group opportunities.

●  Surveys & Summaries for : Programs, Accounts, Portfolios, Portfolio Series, Technology, 
Products, Services, Business Options, direct and indirect financial and non-financial 
investment and/or contribution, development and acquisition opportunities.

●  With the main idea and proposal the participating members can advance efficiently in the 
general direction, achieve solid progress and continue on an action oriented successful path.

●  The ultimate ground floor preview of ideas, ideals  and amazing opportunities that  forward 
assets and resources into other CVI-Options by mutual agreement. With a bigger picture and 
understanding presented with more rewarding options, the potential is experienced in a more 
personal and relevant way. It's not just happening out there in the zone, each member is in it 
and a part of it, the one's making it happen.

●  Generate  a bonus for what really counts like  an actual response, a quick conditional sign-
up, dedicated sign-up, secured options and more for customization solutions and proposals 
for Member requirements and mutual deal making useful to acquire any number of products, 
services or any type of options available through a specific order.

●  The surveys and summaries help streamline the process for more defined features and 
variations that members have a very high or definite probability of going for.  This helps 
provide easier self directed account and portfolio options in greater number. 

●  Access specific customized Unified Portfolio Options in CVI that are available to all 
members for specific promotions, options, acquisitions, compensation. These vary 
considerably, yet have consistent and unified features with all accounts of all memberships.  

Unified Portfolio Options are also different than the MAX RSVP Account with a more general 
focus with the RG-Revenue Generator, RCOO Reserved, Conditional sign-op and Open 
Options vs. RDSO-Reserved, Dedicated sign-up and Secured Options.

To explore & discover more, please advance to: Order Unified Account [Order_EIG_P_U]
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